This form is not an application form, the questions below are provided to give you a quick overview of what is needed to be prepared to submit your application to the Pulse BRITDOC Genesis Fund.

Please name the film director/s

Please give a single line synopsis of your film.

Please give us a longer description of the project

Tell us about the creative approach of this film

Why do you want to make this film?

What stage are you at in development:

- My ideas for the film are still emerging
- I’ve just started researching my subject
- I’ve researched my subject and shot some initial material
- I have a lot of research material but I need to find my direction

If you already have some footage, audio or visual material please share relevant links and passwords here

What length will your final film be? Do you intend to make various formats such as exhibitions, webisodes or interactive pieces?

Please share some information about the director/s and their previous work including links

Do you already have a producer? If so who is it?

Please give a rough outline of your total film budget

Have you already raised some finance? Where from?

Please give a rough outline of your development schedule.

Anything else you want to confess?